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Identity fraud as a term and concept in its formative stages was often presumed to be identity

Identity crime

theft and visa versa. However, identity theft is caused by the identities (or tokens) of individ-

Identity fraud

uals or organisations being stolen is an enabling precursor to identity fraud. The boundaries of

Identity theft

identity fraud and identity theft are now better defined. The absence of specific identity crime

Identity deception

legislation could be a cause of perpetrators not classified as breaching identity crimes but

Computer crime

under other specific entrenched law such as benefit fraud, or credit card fraud. This metrics

Internet

overlap can cause bias in crime management information systems. This study uses a multi-

Information systems security (ISS)

method approach where data was collected in both a quantitative and qualitative manner.

Taxonomy

These approaches are used as a lens for defining different classes of online identity crimes in

Personnel identifying information

a crime management (IS) security context. In doing so, we contribute to a deeper under-

(PII)

standing of identity crime by specifically examining its hierarchical classes and definitions; to

Crime

management

information

systems

aid clearer structure in crime management IS. We seek to answer the questions: should current
law around identity fraud continue to be reinforced and measures introduced to prevent
identity crime; should laws be amended; or should new identity crime laws be constructed?
We conclude and recommend a solution incorporating elements of all three.
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1.

Introduction

The illegal online use or trade in identities of individuals and
organizations is recognized to have a substantial influence on
other crimes such as frauds and money laundering; seriously
impacting the real economy.1 The global economic cost of

these identity crimes was estimated to be “US$2 trillion in
2005”.2 In the United States the annual estimated cost of
identity crime alone in 2009 was “US$54 billion”.3 These
survey figures may not reflect the actual figures if real cases
were to be analysed.4 A major concern with the costing of
identity crimes is the potential bias, error, and lack of
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consistency in how they are defined and classified.5 As crime
management information systems (IS) transition from paperbased to digital systems to ease storage and aid retrieval (often
remotely for law enforcement), there is an emergent need to
classify the fields accurately.6
The US leads the way in criminalizing identity crime and
data breaches.7 (IS) security research focuses on computer
abuse, computer crime, and computer-related crimes.
Computer crimes include “crimes whereby the computer is
the target or the mechanism for committing the crime or the
computer user is the target. It also includes crimes committed
over the Internet or where the Internet plays a role in the
commission of the crime” (see Table 6).8 Online identity
crimes are linked to computer abuse, computer crime and
computer-related crime in IS security, because they are
enabled by computers and/or the Internet. A difference is that
identity crime involves social engineering of people and
technology.
The ubiquity of information technology; computers, the
Internet, mobile devices, and their interconnectedness in
a digital economy enables the increase of identity crime
methods, such as phishing, not previously accounted for by
computer crime and abuse in IS research.9 Internet users
reached the 2 billion mark in January 2011.10 Smart perpetrators are devising increasingly sophisticated ways of
committing identity crimes. Therefore classes of IS-enabled
abuse, such as identity crime, continue to evolve often
ahead of IS security innovations.11
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The
next section discusses the methodology.12 Then we identify
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the various definitions of identity crime and discuss our
results. The final sections discuss the contributions, implications, limitations, conclusion and future research in this
area.

2.

Methodology

We use a multi-method research design consisting of qualitative methods and quantitative methods via secondary data
to investigate how identity crime terms are defined and how
the categories shape organizational actions for measuring and
improving IS security to reduce identity crimes.13 We collected
qualitative data from Australia via 10 face-to-face interviews
and two by teleconference in 2002. In 2002 Australia had no
legislation that specifically targeted identity crime and this
was a unique out-of-sample setting to study identity crimes as
other jurisdictions such as the United States had enacted
identity crime legislation. We also gathered data from
communications with Attorney Generals and Crime Collection agencies until 2010 from many countries. All qualitative
data has been continuously updated from secondary sources.
From our interview transcripts, we derived themes using
NVivo qualitative software.14 The data was collected from
Attorney General’s departments and Government Statistics
Agencies from Australia (Federal and States), Canada, European Union, Ireland, Netherland, United Nations, United
Kingdom, and the US (Federal and States). The data was based
on questions of identity crime definitions and their crime
classification systems in use. We also obtained conditional
access to the ABS Personal Fraud data collection to reclassify
their identity crime data15 for our empirical quantitative
identity crime data testing, using our definitions and
classification.
Interviewees were drawn from diverse industries such as
banks, retailers, telecommunications, utilities, State Government licensing authorities, Federal Government agencies
(welfare, immigration), and a US academic/criminologist for
insights from the US. The organizations selected for interviewing represented those most targeted by identity crime
perpetrators. Their credibility can be attested by the senior
positions they held for instance in fraud, fraud management,
compliance, and/or internal auditing. Some of the interviewees
were previously employed in law enforcement or the legal
profession. The interview instrument contained mainly 13
questions. Each interview lasted approximately one and a half
hours. Interviewee recordings were professionally transcribed,
checked for reliability and accuracy, and corroborated by
members of the research team. The rich data and information
gathered via email correspondence and/or telephone
13
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